Let’s imagine that for a long time we humans have been the
object of study by an astonished alien species; let’s imagine that
our universe is lying under a microscope on the specimen stage in
a parallel universe. The unknown observers send out space probes
which aim to find out the inner workings of the civilization of us
two-legged creatures and the forces holding it together.
What would the reports from these expeditions look like?
Which resulting theses, misunderstandings and odd explanations would they contain? Like
the eye of the ethnologist, the
visitors seek to understand from
within without preconceived
notions.
Observations
and
careful soundings are the means
with which these insights are
obtained.
These are expeditions into the heart of our civilization. In the very
areas we think we know ourselves best, these expeditions discover virgin
territory. The alien perspective in the reports of the extraterrestrial
expeditions shows us mysterious, alienating, astonishing and fresh
dimensions in that which is all too familiar. Astonishment and the
need to understand the world are therefore at stake here. Hovering
leisurely over us and equipped with a snooping „tentacle camera,” the
probes collect material for the reports. Full of curiosity, naïve, sensitive
to pain and adventurous, they stray into every trap that our civilization
offers.
The resulting reports, however, in spite of all the amusing false
conclusions, actually reveal new and enlightening material about each
topic. They enable us two-legged creatures to gain a fresh perspective
of our world.

The first six 14-minute pilot episodes are complete at this
time. They include wandering in the labyrinth of the NET, the
discovery of SIGNALS, the question WHAT IS SEX FOR?, the
mystery of the TALISMAN, the language of the DRESS CODE,
and the search for a RESPONSIVE PARTNER.
Inquiries of Claus Strigel and Julia Furch.
A sample can be viewed at www.denkmal-film.com/abstracts/Xpedition.html
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